Testimonials
We regularly use Natural Cement products
for projects that require a cementitious
solution. A lot of our work involves working
near water courses and the additional
environmental considerations, lend
themselves to the use of these safer products. The rapid cure time
and strength gain is also a major consideration when tidal working.
The staff at Natural Cement are always helpful & professional and
the products meet all specifications needed to complete our jobs.
- Oxford Hydrotechnics
We have been using Natural Cement
products for over 10 years. Not only
are the products consistently great
quality, but the support from the
staff is second to none, you can always speak to someone in the
office to gain technical support and specification guidance. We
ensure that our plasterers always carry Natcem 35, as due to its
rapid curing time and high strength, it is a product that can be used
in a wide range of applications.
- Preservation Treatments
We love Natcem! We use Natcem 35
regularly for damp works and
remedial jobs where the fast setting
times and near bombproof finish have proved to be a massive help.
Natcem 35 saves us time on small plastering jobs which is a benefit
to the customer and us.
- Timberwise
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Testimonials
Natural Cement's products have enabled
Frescrete to undertake works in sub zero
temperatures with continuity. The fast
curing properties of Natcem 35 & Natcem AC help our company win
contracts as any repair can be started, finished and coated within
the same working shift. The products have given Frescrete a
winning formula in securing a large contract in Leeds, undertaking a
high quantity of floor repairs inside a food factory. We could offer
our client minimal distruption as the fast curing times allowed them
to continue production within an hour of complaeting each section
of repairs.
- Frescrete
Here at Cook Group we routinely use Natcem
35 as part of our waterproofing systems that
we deliver on many new build sites across the
UK. We find the quick-drying nature of Natcem
35 allows us to install our waterproofing systems without
unnecessary delays to the Clients programme. We are yet to have a
failure on any project where Natcem 35 has been used and we are
very happy to say this! The support from the office is impeccable, be
it technical assistance or simply a fast delivery needed. .
- Cook Group
EDS work in a variety of difficult access
locations (including confined spaces and
underwater), often with limited time available
due to tidal or water flow constraints or with
customers who want to limit downtime on their assets. NatCem35
provides us with a perfect solution of an easy to use product which
provides rapid strength and early set – getting the job done to a
high standard in the minimum time necessary.
- Edwards Diving Services

